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The ARRL celebrated its Centennial Convention July 17
-19 in Hartford, Connecticut. The well attended 3 day
event was held at the Connecticut Convention Center
with over 3000 visitors. The exhibit floor comfortably
accommodated over 90 exhibitors, as well as the ARRL
expo and flea market.
Training seminars and forums were plentiful. Covering
almost every topic of interest in the hobby, the forums WA1ZMS receives
were ardently attended. The latest available equipARRL 2013
CHECK YOUR ADDRESS LABEL !!!
ment and accessories were on display by many manu- technical innovation
THIS MAY BE YOUR AST ISSUE!!!
facturers. Activites for youth included a Fox Hunt,
award
Scavenger Hunt and the Discovery Station at the ARRL
expo area.
Tours of the ARRL HQ station W1AW were also availaBrendan Medal
ble for convention attendees. Hams were given the
presented to
GMWS member,
chance to operate the Hiram Percy Station with the
Brian, WA1ZMS by
special call sign W100AW.
A highlight of the meeting was our own GMWS found- Séamus McCague,
EI8BP
ing member, Brian D. Justin, Jr. receiving the Brendan
Medal from the IRTS, the Irish Radio Transmitters Society. IRTS president Seamus McCague, EI8BP, came to
the ARRL meeting to present Brian Justin, WA1ZMS his
award. The Brendan Medal, a triennial Medal will be
Special Meeting !!!
awarded to the group or individual who, in the opinion
AUG 12 @ 7PM
of the Awarding Committee, has contributed most to
Mark Your Calendar!!!
the promotion of propagation studies on the trans Atlantic 2 metre path.” In addition, cont pg#5
The Fox’s Rules….see page2
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FOX HUNT RULES…
****note: Gather early 6:45PM at RC Building!
1. The fox hunt is open to anyone with equipment capable of sniffing the fox.
2. All traffic laws will be obeyed and activities that would generate complaints to the police will be avoided.
3. A single vehicle and those persons inside it will constitute a hunting team. The vehicle driver is not to actively sniff for the fox while the vehicle is in motion.
4. Units will meet at 6:45 PM at the Red Cross Parking lot for an over the air briefing. The hunt will begin
promptly at 7 PM.
5. The hidden transmitter shall be operated by the last fox hunt winner. The control operator will cycle the
transmitter with a 30-60 second CW or Voice transmission every 3-5 minutes. The fox frequency is 146.580
(FM) simplex.
6. The hidden transmitter shall be located within the city limits of Rutland as depicted on the map provided
at the briefing. The hidden transmitter shall be located on public property or public accessible private property (parking lots, not driveways). The hidden transmitter shall not be hidden in a location that constitutes a
hazard to the hunters or on private property.
7. During the hunt, the hunting teams should not communicate with each other. No communication of any
type is allowed on the fox frequency. Do NOT reveal that you have found the fox or its location. Let everyone be able to hunt like they can still get first place.
8. If communication not related to the fox’s location becomes necessary, the 147.045 club repeater will be
used.
9. The fox may alter output power or antenna radiation pattern as part of the hunt.
10. To constitute a find of the fox, the team must collect a ticket from the fox operator.
11. The team that returns first and the team with the least mileage will each be considered winners.
12. This is intended to be a friendly and fair contest. Avoid any devious conduct.
13. In case of rain the fox hunt will be cancelled.
14. Last minute rule modifications may be necessary for safety or logistic reasons.
15. Good luck, hunt safely and have fun!

WELCOME GREEN MOUNTAIN WIRELESS 2014/2015 SLATE OF OFFICERS
Join us in welcoming our new slate of officers for the coming year. In keeping with the club By-Laws, officers were elected at the
Annual Meeting which was held in May. The helm is changed with the meeting after Field Day in July. Our slate of officers for the
coming year are:
Tim—WA1VT is our returning
President.

Sam—W1IBR is our returning Vice
President

Caid KA1PKN, our new
Secretary,

Dave KD6RA is returning as
Treasurer.

Let’s congratulate them and see what we can do to help them as they guide the club in the coming months.
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Prez Sez

Tim WA1VT

August 2014 PREZ-SEZ
Field Day: Another successful Field Day is in the log and the results are as follows.
Field Day QSO totals: CW: 40 M = 88; 20 M = 184; 15M= 25; Total CW QSO's= 297. There were 36, 20M Digital
QSO's. Phone contacts were tallied as: 80M =379; 40M =329; 20M = 217, 15M =51; 10M =13; 6M =12; Total
=1021. The Get On The Air Station (GOTA) =20 QSO’s. Bonus Points: We earned Bonus Points for each of the following: 100%
Emergency Power; Media Publicity; Set-up in Public Place; Information Booth; NTS message to ARRL SM/SEC -- W1AW Field
Day Message, 10 Formal NTS messages; Natural power QSO's (Solar); Site visited by invited elected official; Site visit by invited
served elected official; Educational Activity; GOTA Bonus; Field day summary report submitted via web. Total Bonus Points
Earned: 1350. Total Score = 3374 for QSO's + Total Bonus Points 1350 = Total Field Day Score: 4724 Points. All who attended
contributed to the effort so congratulations to all for another successful, competitive and fun field day.
Fox Hunt Tuesday August 12: Our next meeting will be preceded by a Fox Hunt. All are welcome to participate. The fox will be
at a secret location and will transmit for 30 to 60 seconds every 3 to 5 minutes. The hunter’s job is to locate the fox. To participate please be at the Red Cross building at 6:45 P.M. We will convene the meeting at the Red Cross at 8 P.M. or before, if the
fox is located before 8 P.M. Please see the Fox Hunt rules in this newsletter.
Congratulations once again to the new/upgraded licensees: At our testing session at Field Day we had four examinees and
three successful efforts; Jeff Baran, KC1BFT - upgraded to General. Toby Tucker became a Technician class ham and last but not
least, Scott J. C. Soto, one of the scouts who attended our class, was issued his Technician class license and call KC1CFV. Scott
was a pleasure to have in our class. He displayed a never give up attitude and we are happy to have him as a member of our
club as we will surely vote him in at the August meeting. I'm looking forward to hearing Scott, Jeff, and Toby on the air. That's
it for now. 73's and good dx, Tim - WA1VT
ALL THE BUZZ! “Do You Hear Me Now?”
For those listening to Frank, W1AD and others on the repeater, maybe
simplex in some places, sounding much like the old cell phone advertisements, “Do you hear me now.”
GMWS members are testing (Ummm??? Playing with .ed) the various
power settings; studying the footprint and modes of a Yaesu FT1DR HT.
Of course the novelty of the FT1DR is it’s digital capabilities and this
opens a multitude of possibilities. Not much of an HT person, I was impressed by some of the more evident features; I liked the optional large
size battery and was fascinated to read you can get a microphone that
will also take photo’s and then transmit them...con’t pg #5

AUGUST, 2014 GMWS ARES NET CONTROL SCHEDULE:
The GMWS ARES Net is held Monday evenings starting at 7:30 PM on the 147.045 repeater (+/600 kHz, PL=100Hz). Please check the schedule to see if a given net is for training, or “rag chew.”
Note you can also find the complete ARES Net Control Schedule on the GMWS web site at
www.gmws.net., use the ARES link in the “Upcoming Events and Amateur News” section of the
home page. It is possible that the schedule will change, so check the web site often for updates.
AUG 4

GERRY - WY2Y

RC

AUG 11

SAM - W1IBR

TR

AUG 18

TIM—WA1VT

RC

AUG 25

ANN MARY AB1CH

TR

SEPT 01

GERRY WY2Y

RC
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Green Mountain Wireless Society Minutes 8July2014
Meeting called to order at 19:02 with 15 members in attendance and 2 guests.
Pledge of allegiance with Introductions made around the room.
Scott Soto, KC1CFV was recognized for passing his technician exam at the field day VE session.
Minutes as printed in Key Klicks: approved and seconded, accepted
Secretary’s report: No report
Treasurer’s report from Dave KD6RA: We are solvent. Moved and Seconded, accepted.
Frank W1AD delivered the rental fee to the landowners of the repeater site.
Vice President’s report from Sam W1IBR: No report
President’s report from Tim WA1VT: Field day was a success.
Field day Report: Frank W1AD is waiting for the CW logs to be logged, estimated at 340 (+ -) contacts. Mike KB1VIJ logged over 300 QSOs on 80 meter and Matt KB1PXO had 300+ QSOs on
40 meter. Early estimates of the point total appear to be between 4000 and 5000. Field day comments from Gerry WY2Y suggests a new antenna for the GOTA station as testing on the G5RV we
currently use revealed its performance to be less than desirable. Frank W1AD suggested we add to
the Field Day list, the key for the building, Y-connectors for headphone use, and updates to the logging software to recognize the newest areas. Steve W1SFR reported splash over on his CW rig
from the HF stations. The VE session yielded Toby Tucker [KC1CFW] and Scott Soto [KC1CFV] as
new Technician class license holders and Jeff Baran [KC1BFT] upgraded to General.
New Repeater: Jim N0VVV, while at the Dayton hamfest, placed our local repeater on a list to be
considered for a new DR1 [digital/analog] repeater from Yaesu. Yaesu, after receiving our information, agreed to send a new DR-1 as a Beta test site. Also received was a FT-1DR handheld that
will be used by the membership in turn to evaluate the performance and capabilities of both the Repeater and the handheld radio. First to test the new handheld in the field will be Ann Mary AB1CH.
Frank W1AD demonstrated the FT-1DR in both analog and digital mode for the membership in attendance. The new repeater was installed on 7 July 2014 by Frank W1AD and Claudius AB1TA.
The repeater sensitivity on FM was almost identical to the GE MSTR II we have used for years.
The power output is set at 50 watts out of the transmitter - exactly the same as the old unit. The
GE unit will not be retired but be available in ready stand-by for use as needed. The new DR-1 is
currently set up to receive CF4M digital signals as well as traditional FM modulation. The repeater
will convert all signals to FM and transmit in the FM only mode for now. Signal and audio reports
are encouraged. The repeater is connected to battery backup to allow for operation during brief
(under 24 hour) outages.
Mention was made about the need for programs during meetings and suggestions are being
sought. Also mentioned was if there was any interest in contesting with the club call.
A fox hunt and cook out were proposed and it was decided we will have the fox hunt on Tuesday,
12 August at 7pm before the meeting with the meeting to follow the completion of the fox hunt. And
the cook out will be at the 9 September meeting.
Motion to adjourn at 20:06 moved and seconded.
Respectfully submitted GMWS Secretary, Caid KA1PKN

I Did Not Know Beethoven Was A Ham!!!
Why is Beethoven's Fifth Symphony sometimes called the V Symphony?
Because the Morse Code letter V is didididah.
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Pg#1 Con’t Centenial

Brian was also in Hartford to officially accept
the 2013 ARRL Technical Innovation award. The
ARRL Technical Innovation Award honors accomplishments and contributions “of the most exemplary nature within the framework of technical research, development and application of new ideas
and future systems in the context of Amateur Radio
activities.”
Over 800 Amateur Radio Enthusiasts joined in the
100th anniversary banquet. The ARRL received
recognition from many other Amateur Radio
Leagues throughout the world. Banquet guest
speaker was Carig Fugate, KK4INZ, FEMA administrator. Mr. Fugate gave a very encouraging talk
about last mile communications when all other systems fail. He described his own experience with
ham radio as a public safety official in the 1980s
when Amateur Radio came to the aid of a massive
communication outage in Gainesville, Florida. As
FEMA administrator he often recommends various
agencies to use the resources of local and national
amateur radio. In addition, at the convention, the
ARRL and FEMA signed a memorandum of understanding allowing FEMA and ARRL to work together
using Amateur Radio as a public resource. (See: http://www.arrl.org/news/fema-and-arrl-sign-

W1AW Headquarters Station
One W1AW Position

agreement-fema-administrator-calls-ham-radio-resilient).

ARRL President Kay Craigie, N3KN, speaking at the
banquet encouraged us all to participate in our avocation in ways that enhance our skills and provide a
valuable service to our communities in times of
need.
Special thanks for the pictures and report submitted by Frank W1AD. Ed.

FT1DRCon’t #3.
on the practical side, the faceplate is very readable and clear.
The audio is remarkably clear for such a small radio. The manual that came with the radio is also considerably improved over
the book that came with my much older VX-5R HT. AB1CH

Congratulatory awards from various countries

A more complete and technical review can be seen at:
http://yaesu.com/indexVS.cfm?
cmd=DisplayProducts&ProdCatID=111&encProdID=25F65DA12
CA1FCB444A927CD14417BFD&DivisionID=65&isArchived=0
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TEN YEARS AGO AT GREEN MOUNTAIN WIRELESS

Back in 2004, ten years ago, there was the report from Field Day of that year. There were 821 phone QSO’s on
the bands and 112 on GOTA for 933. Looking back helps in looking forward. With some practice at creating pile
up’s one might improve one’s tally.
John N1HLG-SK described how the use of hams would work for the “Green Mountain Getaway” Bike Tour in
early August. There was the south loop and the north loop out of Castleton State College. The MS-benefit tour
needed a temporary repeater on a high spot to reach north. Deb NN1C-SK and Dudley had the camp with no electricity on the ridge visible to the east from the Hubbardton Battle Field. Once power was supplied (a battery) communication was established. Other repeaters were available, too. This was his request for help.
There was a short note about helping to support the 045 repeater and the Killington repeater, 146.880, as well.
There are electric bills and it is important to help to support it especially so it is there when we need it.
Al K1WQU-SK (Al Pulling) had a list of equipment for sale. He loved to work with that equipment.

Compiled by Jeff Freeman N1YTY

From the War Fields in Germany WWII to the
Hills of VT….INTRODUCTION to the ENIGMA
MUSEUM from www.EnegmaMuseum.com

While at the ARRL 100 Year Celebratory Convention, Frank
(W1AD) snapped a picture of an“ENIGMA MACHINE.” These
machines were mind boggling and used mostly by the Germans, during WWII I have heard of them recently in the news
and so to see one in a picture sent by Frank, is pretty neat. An
article in the picture is not readable so I went in search for
more information. Check our WWW. EnigmaMuseum.com and
you will quickly note they are located in Hancock VT, talk about
a small world. Their web page is interesting and worth a look.
``Info@EnigmaMuseum.com, (802) 431-5158, Hancock, VT.
By their own ambition: As cipher machines have taken on
increasingly important roles in world history, considerable interest has developed in collecting and studying these early technological innovations. For over 20 years we have been actively
searching for examples of the Enigma cipher machines that the
Germans relied on to keep their military communications secret
during WW-2. Very few Enigmas survived the war and since
the Allies were commanded to destroy every one that they
found, it is a real challenge to find them. Each Enigma has a
story to tell and careful research and disassembly can provide
clues to its hisory.
We work with a group of dedicated historians, collectors and
technicians to uncover Enigma history and we make it available through EnigmaMuseum.com. A Virtual Museum like this is
the ideal format for making these rare and interesting historic
instruments available to view and study.
We have put the information in our book and CD-ROM Enigma
Library. We give lectures and demonstrations and provide

Enigmas as displays for museums and props for media and
occasionally sell an Enigma to
help defray our expenses. More
recently, we have found other
historic cipher machines including
a fascinating Russian Cold War
era Fialka cipher machine.” We
attempt to display as much of this
information as possible in our frequently-updated museum pages
and we welcome comments and
questions.

ENIGMA MUSEUM
CONTACT INFO:
Thomas B. Perera Ph. D. - Professor Emeritus:
Montclair State University
Email Address: Info @ EnigmaMuseum.com or
telephone: (802) 431-5158
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ARRL VEC Conducts Remote Exam
Session with Applicants in Antarctica
The view of the South Pole remote test session as seen at
ARRL Headquarters via satellite link: In the inset at the lower right of the screen ARRL VEC Manager Maria Somma,
AB1FM, speaks with the exam administrator and candidates
at the South Pole. [Photo by Amanda Grimaldi, KB1VUV]

07/23/2014 The ARRL VEC administered several Amateur Radio examination elements to applicants at
Amundsen-South Pole Station in Antarctica — the home of KC4AAA. The examination was administered
under new FCC rules which became effective on July 21, permitting VECs to administer Amateur Radio examinations remotely. Two previous exam sessions were held at the South Pole, but they had to get special
permission from the FCC to conduct them. There was one VE at the South Pole and the other two were stationed at ARRL Headquarters in CT.
The logistics were somewhat daunting, since the video link required a satellite connection and clearance
from NASA, and it was subject to possible last-minute changes, should the International Space Station require additional Satcom time. Musachia, who is the satellite engineer at the station, said NASA was aware
that the VEs had requested a large block of time to perform the exam session, and they did not change it.
This historic event took place, July 22 at 8 AM EDT, which was 8 PM in Antarctica. “The summer day was
a pleasant 80° here at Headquarters in Newington, while in Antarctica it was 80 below!” For more, see
http://www.arrl.org/news/arrl-vec-conducts-remote-exam-session-with-applicants-in-antarctica
HAM IN THE NEWS — The National Weather Service has radar, satellites, Doppler, and double Doppler. But even with all of that
high technology, it still needs boots on the ground to know how the weather is affecting people. So when the power is out, many
of its 6,500 Skywarn weather watchers in southern New England go the traditional route, using ham radio to file reports. "A lot
of our reports do come from amateur radio," said weather service meteorologist Glenn Fields. "We do monitor Twitter and Facebook, so some spotters use that, as well as phone and Internet." Fields estimated that only about 650 of the trained severe
weather spotters provide regular reports, but as many as a third of them use ham radios to file their reports. Ham radios are
good because they are battery powered and it doesn't matter if the electricity goes out in a storm. A Skywarn weather spotter
accidentally made a great argument for ham radio when a tornado touched down in Princeton, near Mount Wachusett, on Father's Day 2001. "There were only two homes impacted, and one of them was a trained weather spotter," Fields said. "They
waited their whole life for this and their phone was dead." Cellphone service overloaded immediately after the Boston Marathon bombings, and during Hurricane Sandy but ham radio operators were able to continue sending messages.The real time
nature of the reports is what's really import," Fields said. Weather spotters file reports throughout the year for everything from
rainfall to snow, but hail and windstorm damage reports are critical because they are localized, according to Rob Macedo of New
Bedford, a volunteer coordinator with ARES sponsored by the ARRL and National Weather Service's Taunton office. The weather
service needs to get information quickly for weather events such as the size of hail or the severity of flooding so meteorologists
can decide whether to issue warnings. See: http://www.sentinelandenterprise.com/news/ci_26225392/skywarnwarriors#ixzz38mSEvmHT
(You do make a difference! Ed.)

FIELD DAY BUGS...
There were a couple of types of bugs at Field Day
this year! On the left, Gerry WY2Y searches out
problems with the Gota Station. He devised a
Dummy Load and CW straight key and a tester to
check the OMHs on the
antenna wire. and on the right a male Lunar
Moth rests in the shade.
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Mark Your Calendar ~Nets:
If the mailing label has the word
dues highlighted, your dues for
2014-15 are not paid.

DUES MUST BE PAID TO
RECEIVE KEYKLICKS

Key Klix deadline 25th of each month
E-mail n6eup@arrl.net (preferred)
US Mail: 50 Wickham Lane, Wallingford, VT 05773

EVERY MONDAY:
GMWS/ARES NET, 147.045, 7:30 PM

EVERY DAY:
VERMONT PHONE TRAFFIC NET, 3857 MHZ, 7:30 PM
VT/NH TRAFFIC NET, 3539, 7:00 PM
NEW ENGLAND PHONE NET, 3955 6:30 AM
EVERY SUNDAY:
VERMONT PHONE EMERGENCY NET, 3976, 8:00 AM
ACARA ROUNDTABLE 147.36 (100 HZ) 8:00 PM
(ALL TIMES ARE LOCAL)
UPCOMING VE SESSIONS:
BURLINGTON AREA VE RALPH KD1R 802-878-6454
NEXT REGULAR GMWS MEETING
TUESDAY AUGUST 12, RED CROSS BUILDING, 117 STRONGS
AVE., RUTLAND, VT… SEE SPECIAL NOTE BELOW…

Special thanks to our Key Klix contributors this month:

UPCOMMING CONTESTS AUG & SEPT

Jeff (N1YTY), Tim (WA1VT), Caid (KA1PKN), and Frank (W1AD),
Chris (N6EUP), Dave (KD6RA) EdSub: Ann Mary AB1CH

2-3
August UHF
September
16-17 10 GHz & Up – Round 1 13-15 September VHF
17
Rookie Roundup – RTTY 20-21 10 GHz & Up– Round 2

SPECIAL NOTE: AUGUST 12 , 2014. FOX HUNT Gather early at 6:45PM RC Building.
Regular meeting will follow the Fox Hunt.

PO BOX 84
Rutland VT 05702

If your mailing label has the word dues
highlighted, your dues for 2014-15 have
not been paid. This will be last issue KK!
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On the Web at: www.gmws.net

